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Introduction 

 
In 2004, the Coastal States Organization, with funding from CICEET (The 
Cooperative Institute for Coastal and Estuarine Environmental Technology) 
implemented a survey of coastal managers throughout the United States 
regarding the highest priority science and technology needs. In this report, the 
topic of “land use” came out as the most critical general topic requiring more 
science and technology investment. In response to this result, CICEET 
conducted a further analysis of the problem in order to decide whether to fund 
new research on this topic. This paper offers details on the methods and results 
of our analysis. The discussion section offers possible implications for future 
funding activities and program design, not only for CICEET, but for other 
research programs. The salient message of this discussion is this: Funding 
agencies should consider providing more support for research that is directed 
toward a geographically specific problem, and the research should be 
implemented in a manner that involves both producers and users of knowledge 
as well as other stakeholders. For maximum effectiveness, interactions between 
these groups should be facilitated by a professional neutral party, so as to avoid 
one group dominating to the detriment of others. 
 

Methods 
 

CICEET began with approximately thirty one-on-one interviews evenly 
distributed among the following groups 1) land use planners, 2) researchers/tool 
producers, and 3) educators & trainers. Interviewees were chosen by first 
speaking with a known expert in the field, in this case, representatives from 
NEMO, (Non-point Education for Municipal Officials) based in Connecticut. 
We used semi-structured interviews to answer the following questions: 
 
- What are the most significant bottlenecks that hinder land use planners in 
making decisions that balance economic growth with environmental health? 
- Which technologies or capabilities (information, tools)—if created or 
disseminated more broadly—would improve the ability of planners to make 
decisions that protect natural resources? 
- What prevents the efficient use of such technologies or capabilities? 
- Which attributes of a planning tool are of critical importance to municipal and 
regional planners as they make these decisions? 
- What trends may impact needs and opportunities with regard to 
environmentally sustainable land use planning? 
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- What is the best use of public funding to help land use planners make decisions 
that strike balance between economic growth and environmental sustainability? 
 
Using information from these interviews, CICEET prepared some preliminary 
conclusions as well as an Internet-based survey that was completed by 271 
respondents. The survey comprised both qualitative and quantitative questions 
about the barriers respondents face in developing and implementing land use 
plans that protect coastal and estuarine water and habitat quality. 
 

Results - Interviews 
 
Distinctive trends emerged from our analysis of the interviews, and are 
presented as preliminary conclusions. 
 
Preliminary conclusion A: Improving land use planning decision-making for 
better environmental health is largely a non-technical, non-scientific problem.  
 
None of the interviewees saw this issue predominantly as a technical problem. 
Instead, our analysis identified a preponderance of non-technical factors that 
hinder environmentally sustainable land use decisions. Several relate to 
inadequate resources for land use planning, and the lack of political will to 
allocate more resources in this direction. Interviewees cited a lack of designated 
staff, a need for basic infrastructure like computers, restricted access to 
information that would inform good choices, and an inability to achieve 
consensus with local decision makers on how land is to be used. 
 
Preliminary conclusion B: Funding to promote environmentally sustainable land 
use planning should, to the extent possible, take into account capacity building, 
training, evaluation, demonstration, and the dissemination of results to planners, 
public citizens, and politicians. 
 
Many interviewees noted that technology was outpacing the ability of planners 
to avail themselves of improved tools. To bridge this gap, interviewees 
suggested more investment in programs to train regional and local planners; 
demonstration projects to evaluate competing approaches to land use decision 
making; the integration of latest research into already popular planning tools, the 
creation of interoperable software modules dealing with coastal/estuarine issues; 
and a decision support tool that would help planners at any level ask the right 
questions in advance of land use decisions. 
 
Preliminary conclusion C: Despite the preponderance of non-technical 
bottlenecks, technology innovations could help planners make decisions to 
better protect environmental health and other identified community values.  
 
Land use planners are almost always overworked and understaffed, a condition 
that greatly reduces their ability to seek and implement changes on their own. 
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Most interviewees indicated that the effectiveness of technical approaches could 
be enhanced when accompanied by targeted training. They cited education-
based efforts (e.g., by NEMO) involving technical subjects that have had 
positive impacts, and certain technologies (such as tools to visualize alternative 
future scenarios) that can change cultural and political perspectives. 
  
Preliminary conclusion D: Trends that may impact needs and opportunities with 
regard to sustainable land use planning are both technical and non-technical. 
 
Respondents cited increased awareness of environmental impacts, loss of 
aesthetic value, and dissatisfaction with community’s direction as being 
potential motivating factors for change, both in terms of increased regulation 
and a groundswell of grassroots movements. However, collateral advances in 
technology may also inform change. For example, manufacturing and design 
advances that lead to more affordable computers with greater processing power 
will make geospatial land planning tools easier to use and more affordable. 
 

Results – Internet Survey 
 

For the purposes of analyzing the results of the survey we’ve organized survey 
respondents into groups based on their land use planning affiliations.  
    

Land use planners (Municipal, state and regional level planners) 42% 
Land use trainers, educators, consultants 31% 
Researchers and tool developers  25 % 

 
In the survey, respondents were presented with the three research options below, 
all of which were identified in the one-on-one interviews. 
 
Option A: Combined Model and Visualization Tool 
Develop or enhance predictive models based on scientifically tested 
relationships between land use, water resource quality, and socioeconomic 
parameters. Of particular interest are models to predict and understand the 
tradeoffs between water quality, habitat conservation goals, aesthetic and 
cultural values, and economic goals.  
 
Option B: Decision Support System  
Develop or enhance a Decision Support System (DSS) to help communities 
clarify assumptions, achieve consensus on common values, and strategize the 
efficient use of data and technical resources to achieve planning objectives. 
 
Option C: Universal Dataset Tool  
Develop or enhance software that makes datasets of various formats 
interoperable and more easily used with different software applications. 
 
Respondents were asked the following questions related to these options.  
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1) Would these research products most likely enable improved land use planning 
for coastal water quality? 
2) Which of these tools would provide most benefit to coastal water quality? 
 
In addition, respondents were asked a question about actual land use planning 
tools currently available. 
 
3) Given a list of existing land use planning tools, how many of them have you 
actually used? 
 
Question 1 Responses 
While some expressed the view that these tools could be helpful, many 
respondents believed that other issues—beyond technical ones—were the 
primary determinant of coastal water quality and land use planning challenges. 
The quotations below offer a sense of these perspectives. 
 
“All three options have high potential for success, however there are numerous 
considerations that can influence the wholesale viability and success of each of 
the options (e.g., specific focal area context, resident capacity, technical 
expertise, political will, data availability/resolution, stakeholder universe).”   
 
“I think these tools would be helpful to local governments already committed to 
good land use planning (Santa Cruz County, CA as an example). I think offering 
these tools to other local governments will be used to divert attention from the 
policy adoption efforts that are critically important, and for which these tools are 
not necessary.” 
 
Question 2 Responses 
Option A was the most favored tool. Option B was the next most favored tool. 
Option C was the least favored tool. However, many qualitative comments and 
caveats from respondents again cast doubt on the assumption that technical 
issues were at the root of the problem. 
  
Question 3 Responses 
The results show that very few respondents have used specific tools.  Why? The 
qualitative comments below offer examples of the most common explanation. 
 
“I think the critical limit, in my case as a town planner, is that of having the time 
to do planning.  It's simply a matter of having the time to apply existing tools 
and standards, conduct research, and so forth.  Time to plan.  I don't think 
technology limits are critical limits at this point.” 
 
“Most land use decisions in my state are being made by counties and 
municipalities with no technological capabilities.” 
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“The limiting factor is not the lack of models or tools; the limiting factor is time 
of informed personnel to work with communities to implement land use 
planning.   You can make the best tool in the world but without someone to hold 
the planners hands through the process it will not be implemented.” 
 
Finally, some comment should be made about differences in perspectives 
between land use planners, educators and researchers. Though our methods did 
not include statistical analyses of the survey results, patterns did emerge that 
suggest that researchers were more embracing of technical solutions, while the 
land use planners themselves focused on other barriers to land use planning. 
 

Discussion 
 

The comment below effectively iterates a repeating sentiment in our analysis: 
 
“The more general the tool is, the less useful it is in a specific community.” 
 
The significant point driven home by this exercise was the importance of 
context. Traditional science enterprise paradigms like to think of science as 
happening in a rarefied compartment, protected from context in order to 
maintain objectivity. This analysis suggests that for research to have optimal 
value to society, funding agencies need to recognize the importance of context 
and make efforts to work within those parameters. 
 
Outside of this analysis, there is an active discussion about the need to better 
link knowledge to decision making. Previous assumptions about high quality 
science trickling down naturally to intended users – as though by gravity – are 
being challenged. New paradigms such as collaborative research are being 
examined. This land use analysis suggests funding agencies may be able to kill 
multiple birds with one stone. By setting their research in site-specific contexts 
and by engaging intended users from the beginning, agencies improve their 
chances of providing knowledge and tools most useful to society. In addition, by 
working with the groups in a collaborative manner, it is possible to improve the 
linkages between research and decision making. Finally, given the diversity of 
perspectives between researchers and intended users, some neutral facilitation 
for the collaborative research group seems to be indicated. 
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